Are Breed-specific Differences in Beef Fatty-acid Profiles a "Needle in the Haystack"?
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Abstract A healthy human nutrition stems from macronutrients that provide energy and also from micronutrients that are indispensable for basic physiological processes. Essential fatty-acids have been proved and commonly agreed in the recent years as important elements of a healthy diet. This gives impetus to look for sources of essential fatty-acids in the diet. Beef is not only considered a complete protein, but also a source of essential fatty-acids such as linoleic and linolenic acids. The levels of these fatty-acids are however variable depending on the diet and breed of cattle. In this work, we analyzed intra-muscular fatty acid profiles of two breeds (Aberdeen Angus and Blonde d'Aquitaine) as a part of long-term complex and comprehensive comparison of breed differences. Using a novel statistical algorithm we found interesting breed-specific fatty-acid profiles. The advantages of this approach over conventional approaches are discussed as well as the specific differences in fatty acid profiles between the breeds.
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1. Introduction

Although beef is considered a complete protein, health effects of beef consumption can vary based on its fat content [1]. These fats are usually present in the form of long-chain fatty acid with varying levels of saturation. From the nutritional perspective, saturated fatty acids (SFA) and polyunsaturated fatty-acids (PUFA) are the most relevant to human health [2]. The levels of these fatty-acids are however variable depending on the diet and breed of cattle [3,4]. Certain lean cuts of beef have about 50% SFAs but also contain essential n-3 and n-6 PUFAs which are necessary for human nutrition [5]. SFAs have been linked to increase in blood cholesterol levels, coronary heart disease and certain forms of cancer [6,7,8]. Beneficial effects of diet rich in PUFAs include reduction of chronic and inflammatory diseases such as cardiovascular disease and dementia [9]. There is growing interest to enrich beef with such PUFA's by manipulating factors which affect differential intra-muscular fatty acid composition [10,11], but it seems to be exceedingly difficult as the gut bacteria in ruminants tend to modify the fatty acid profile [12].

While techniques to measure and characterize fatty acids are well established [3,4,13,14], they produce large amounts of accurate data, which have to be interpreted. Most methods use pair-wise comparisons; comparing one fatty-acid at a time [2]. Rigorous statistical treatment by advanced techniques is an approach that provides promising options for improvement in this field.

In this paper, we demonstrate the use of Random Forests (RF), a machine learning algorithm belonging to the class of data-mining techniques, for the analysis of beef intramuscular fatty acid composition data. This new technique is being increasingly used in data-rich fields such as bioinformatics, chemoinformatics, medical diagnostics, food technology and astronomy to select the most appropriate candidate variables from the surrounding data babel [15-20]. However, to the best of our knowledge, such data mining technique has not been used for comparison of fatty acid profiles between various cattle breeds. Thus, we compare in this work differences in intramuscular fatty acid composition between Aberdeen Angus and Blonde d'Aquitaine breeds of cattle using Random Forests to find breed-specific differences.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Intramuscular Fatty Acid Extraction

The fatty acids were extracted from longissimus muscle from two breeds – Aberdeen Angus (n = 13) and Blonde d’Aquitaine (n = 14). Fatty acids were extracted as follows: to 2 g of homogenized meat, 4 ml of methanol and 2 ml of dichloromethane were added and shaken well. This mixture was filtered through a funnel containing anhydrous sodium sulfate. To the filtrate, 2 ml of methanol and 2 ml distilled water was added, shaken well and the lower phase was recovered after centrifugation at 1100 rpm for 5 min at room temperature. This clear
solution was concentrated under a gentle stream of N2. Conversion of extracted fatty acids to methyl esters was done using the methanolic KOH method: To the vial containing the extracted fat, 2 ml heptane was added, followed by 2 ml of 2M methanolic KOH, after which the vial was vortexed for 1 min. One gram of anhydrous sodium sulphate was added, shaken well and allowed to settle. The clear solution was transferred a GC vial for analysis. The acids were analyzed using a gas chromatograph (Thermo DSQ) fitted with a Supelco SP2560 column (100 m length and 0.25 mm internal diameter). The temperature program was as follows: 60°C was held for 1 min; followed by a ramp of 15°C/min to 150°C and then 2.5°C/min to 230°C for 5 min. The carrier gas was Hydrogen at a flow rate of 1.5 ml/min. The injector and detector (FID) was set to 250°C and was injected with a split ratio of 1:100.

2.2. Statistical Analysis

Fatty acid composition data consists of samples of beef collected over several individuals. Whatever the type of sample, or its method of collection, the key feature of such a data set is that it is analogous to a microarray gene expression dataset in the sense that there are many more variables than samples. This nature of a dataset limits the usage of classical multivariate analysis methods such as multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) or linear discriminant analysis (LDA). Such conventional methods require sample sizes to be proportionately increased for each added variable and also assume normality of the dataset, as well as the absence of auto-correlation between variables, besides other limitations [21].

Random Forests [22] is a classification algorithm which has the following features which makes it best suited for fatty acid analyses: 1) it allows for more variables than samples, 2) it has a good classification efficiency, even with a lot of background noise, 3) it is capable of arriving at a minimal set of variables, which can be used as predictors of that particular group, 4) it is robust to interactions and correlations among variables, and 5) it gives measures of relative variable importance. RF builds sets of decision trees using bootstrapping from the set of samples and also selects a variable set of attributes (different fatty acids in this case) at each node of the many decision trees so generated. In this way RF is also different from other tree-building methods such as PAUP: Phylogenetic Analysis Using Parsimony [23]. A major advantage of RF is that it does not overfit the data [18,22] so that even if minor fluctuations in variable strength (fatty acid proportions in this case) lead to the building of thousands of classification trees, these fluctuations are not given undue importance in the final model; thus only the minimum set of important predictor variables is obtained.

2.3. Classification Using RF

In this case, we retained the identity of the groups (e.g. Aberdeen Angus and Blonde d’Aquitaine) and attempted to find the prediction error of group membership and the variables (fatty acids). The package randomForest was used with R software version 3.0.2 for this purpose [24]. The selected variables which show differences between the groups were identified using the importance function. This function provides a Mean Decrease in Accuracy (MDA) index of variables sorted according to their importance for classifying the groups. Visualization of breed-specific differences was obtained by the MDSplot function. For all analyses presented in this paper, only the proportions of the different fatty acids present in the samples were used.

3. Results and Discussion

Overall we were able to identify 40 fatty acids from both breeds. The multivariate plot shown in Figure 1 shows that fatty acid profiles from Aberdeen Angus and Blonde d’Aquitaine cattle were clearly separated. The MDA values give the list of fatty acids in decreasing order of importance which would be useful in differentiating the beef from the two breeds. The higher the value of MDA, the important that particular fatty acid is in differentiating the two breeds. The MDA values in the negative range indicates that these are the fatty acids present in similar levels in both breeds which means that they are not good for classifying the two breeds. Beef from Aberdeen Angus were clearly classifiable from Blonde d’Aquitaine by having higher levels of oleic acid (C18:1 cis-9), where as beef from Blonde d’Aquitaine had higher levels of linoleic acid (C18: 2n6c). These results, summarized in Table 1, demonstrate the relative importance of certain fatty acids in defining the fatty acid signature of the group.

This multivariate approach is more suitable to data sets similar to what is illustrated here. This is because when data is presented as percentages, an increase in one will automatically mean a decrease in the other. This non-independence of variables makes conventional univariate statistics unsuitable for comparing one variable at a time. Another advantage this approach provides is that variable importance is ranked and this gives relative importance which provides a starting point for further investigation. In one analysis, such a wealth of information is not given by conventional univariate tests such as T-test or F-test.

![Figure 1. Multivariate plot of breed-specific differences in beef fatty acid profiles. Open circles are from Blonde d’Aquitaine (n = 14) and filled circles are from Aberdeen Angus (n = 13)](image-url)
study as it is discussed elsewhere [13,14]. What we have attempted to do here is to provide the scientific community with possible statistical tools to improve their analysis and interpretation of datasets similar to ours.

### 4. Conclusions

Here we demonstrated the utility of improved statistical approaches to rigorously distinguish various beef fatty acids. Based on this illustrative example, we believe that this approach can be applied elsewhere, where data sets are represented as composition data to overcome constraints of classical statistical approaches.
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